Nobody

Creston Mapesis the author of the #1
Amazon bestselling Christian fiction
mystery,Nobody, along with the bestselling
Christian fiction thrillersFear Has a Name,
Dark StarandFull Tilt.American Christian
Fiction Writers: Book of the MonthThey
said, Hes a nobody.They were dead
wrong.When reporter Hudson Ambrose
hears an early morning call on his police
scanner about an injured person at a bus
stop on Las Vegas Boulevard, he rushes to
the scene to get the scoop.His world is
blown off its axis when he discovers a
murdered homeless man with a bankbook
in his pocket showing a balance of almost
one million dollars. Should he wait for the
police, knowing the case will get lost in
reams of red tape, or swipe the bankbook
and take the investigation--and perhaps a
chunk of the money--into his own
hands?With sirens bearing down on the
scene, Hudson makes an impulse decision
that whisks him on a frantic search for
answers, not only about the mysterious
man in the black Converse high-tops, but
about the lost soul lurking within
himself.Uncovering bizarre links between a
plane crash, a Las Vegas pit boss, a dirty
cop, and a widowed Atlanta business
mogul, Hudson is forced to find out, who
was Chester Holte, what was he doing on
the streets, and why are his homeless
friends convinced he was an angel in
disguise?
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(plural nobodies). Someone who is not important or well-known. Whether youre a nobody or a player, everyone in
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